TOC-L with TNM-L
Training Guide
February 2021

Print in landscape for following along… trigger warning: contains multiple lame wizard jokes
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TOC Analyzer Crash-Course
 TOC (& TN) Analysis
 Specifically, what does this large greyish series of equipment do?


The TOC-L utilizes a combustion catalytic oxidation (CCO) method to quantify
concentrations of organic carbon compounds (like TOC) in aqueous samples.




via NDIR (infared gas analysis) of CO2

Because CEST is a wise and sensible place, we also like that this unit can quantify
concentrations of total nitrogen (TN) as a simultaneous analysis using the TN Module.


via Chemiluminescence of NO (a 5- step reaction, using an ozone generator)

 A summary of the “but, how” is seen at far right.

 Oh please, tell us more about all the flavors of carbon and nitrogen involved!
 We’ll cheat and just wave our hands at some fancy figures instead, thanks.

“P” for
particulate

Fair warning, you will find the next
few pages very boring.
So enjoy these pretties while you can.
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Talkin’ ‘bout C






TC = Total Carbon, a sum of all organically bound and inorganically bound carbon present
in water, + elemental carbon
TOC = Total Organic Carbon; organically bound to dissolved or suspended matter
TIC = Total Inorganic Carbon; lotsa stuff (CO, CO2 , CO2−3 etc.,) present in water
NPOC = Non Purgeable Organic Carbon; cannot be purged by this CCO method
POC = Purgeable Organic Carbon; can be purged by this CCO method

 Using the TOC method (in orange) calculated by TC-TIC, can lead to
negative TOC values when TIC is very low, because of normal analytical
error.
 Therefore, the direct NPOC method (in red) is probably your best choice.
Because most users already acidify water samples for stability, any small
amount of POC is converted to CO2 and removed by the sparging process.
 Detection is theoretically from 4μg/L to 30,000mg/L, but may require a high
sensitivity column for the low end.
 POC is more important in WWTPs or other industrial effluents.

 While we’re here, let’s sneak in a tidbit about TN too; it was feeling lonely.
 Detection is theoretically from 100μg/L to 4000mg/L.
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Sample prep. I
 We use 24mL clear borosilicate glass vials, placed into a 93 vial carousel for
the autosampler (ASI-L).
 Our recommendation is to only use acid-washed and ashed vials.
 Wrap cleaned vials in aluminum foil and ash for 2-3h @ 500°C.
 Handle cleaned vials with gloves while pouring your standards (STDs) and
samples (your skin oils, carbon they do have).

 Prepare vials using filtered (0.7µm<, at least GF/F) aqueous samples.
 Most environmental samples should already be acidified and stored
refrigerated until analysis (~28 day hold time) in amber glass bottles.
 Freezing samples is known to alter [DOC]s; do your research!

 Invert your filtered source bottle a few times and pour into a clean vial.
 Filling each vial more than 2/3 full or between 15-20mL will be sufficient for
most NPOC analyses (see at right).
 Overfilled vials make a mess during sparging on the ASI-L, but combined
NPOC/TN simultaneous analysis does require you fill the vials to within a
few mm of the shoulder, or ~23mL (see at far right).

23mL
20mL
15mL
10mL
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Sample prep. II
 Acid-stabilize your poured vials with either Hydrochloric, oPhosphoric or Nitric* acids to bring pH<2 for NPOC. Please
don’t run samples that have Sulfuric acid added – just ask Jon!

 ACS grade is sufficient for most users, but of course don’t use *nitric acid if
you’re hoping for good TN data!
 Trace grade HCl would also be fine for NPOC/TN analyses.


See the very last slide for more excruciating details on acidifying your samples.

Maybe

 Cover vials using only a single layer of parafilm.
 Cut a square the size of a quarter or half dollar coin and get thee stretchin’.
 Don’t over-wrap a vial though, if you use too much and the vial sides are
obstructed, the ASI-L can’t find it’s “home” position (see at upper right)


remove
excess
parafilm

Also, if you over-wrap, the vial may not sit flush in the sample carousel, either =

• We recommend making two separate sets of STDs, but combo
vials can work, if properly ID’ed.
• Modest vial labelling advice: mark the bottom with autosampler slot
#’s up to 93, label STDs with [C] on sidewall; easier to tell ‘em apart.

Not sitting
flush
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Start-up and pretty lights
 You will need to wait at least 30min before the
instrument is ready for analysis, so go ahead
and turn the system on; push the button.
 While we’re here, the TOC-L instrument status
color coding is as follows:
Red – HALP, I haz instrument fault
Orange – Pfft, I’m not ready
Green – Um, yeah I’m ready
Blue – Yo, I’m working here!

 This operational status indicator will be obviously
displayed on the front of the TOC-L system in
bright LED lights and in the software package
you’ll be using, TOC-L Sample Table Editor.
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Log on!
1. The workstation should be logged off when you begin; input the
password (provided during training).
2. After the system has logged in, launch the TOC-L Sample Editor
Table shortcut on the Desktop or pinned to the Start Menu.
Go ahead, just try and guess it from the # of dots!

or
It looks much the same, only
pinned to the Start Menu.
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Early steps
3.

1. Enter your name and lab, à la
Marie Sklodowska (Curie)


She’s pretty famous, fyi.

In order to properly connect the
Workstation to the warming up
TOC-L (you did turn it on already,
right?), you must first launch an
empty Sample Table. There are 3
ways to do this:
A.
B.

2. A full-screen software
interfaces launches
and then proceeds to
do…nothing
Zone of Nihilism

C.

In the upper left, from the File menu
choose New ---> Sample Table
Alternatively, use the File library,
also at left, on the Sample Table tab
and choose New under the title of
the tab you’re in.
The giant grey New button on the
instrument toolbar is equally
redundant.


In fact, from what we can tell, this
button does absolutely nothing else.

A

B
C
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Make a connection
2. A Connect button will no
longer be greyed out on
instrument toolbar; click it.

1. Now, choose the TOC system that fits the type of
sample analysis you plan to run, we usually leave
the comments area blank, but feel free to put in the
title of an Experiment, or a date range for streams
you surveyed, etc.



Choose TOC-L BENCH if you only care about
Carbon data.
Choose TOC-L-TN if doing TN simultaneously with a
flavor of Carbon or Total Nitrogen alone.

3. The instrument initialization dialog
will disappear when finished.


Whirring and wheezing noises will
become apparent, the ASI-L will
awaken from its slumber!
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1. Your empty Sample Table will look like this.



Congrats, you’ve gone Orange (never go plaid).
In the upper right, click Monitor.


Psst, a text-based version of this function is also
always available, see the teeniest red box above.

2. A new window will pop-up; let’s take all the detail
in. There are three tabs across the top TOC | TN | ASI ,
but we’re going to mostly pay attention to the
first.
3. In order to properly see what’s happening, scale
the zoom to:
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Background Monitor details

 Some baseline parameters take a while to get steady,
this is totally normal. Use the Time scale (min) on the
X-axis to keep track of how long you need to wait.
 The current furnace & dehumidifier temperatures will be displayed,
this is where the majority of the 30min of operation wait-time
comes from: time spent getting the furnace up to 720° C.
 Details about the NDIR detector will also be displayed; a X
means there is still work to do, a √ means things are all set.
Patiently wait for all green!
 Both the graphical or text-based monitor are “live” data.

1. After a moment, a pair of lines will show up, a red
reference line on the bottom and blue line that is
initially behaving erratically on top.
2. Some instrument maintenance is in order now, skip
ahead.
•

Come back here after maintenance!

3. When all the NDIR detector criteria are stable, you
will notice the blue line is equally unremarkable. The
two lines will begin their parallel race to infinity.


You will have to close the background monitor to start
building your calibration curve.
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Inside maintenance to check

Oxidation
looks like
this!

O

A

B
C

 Open up the main system door:
 Examine the halogen scrubber (A) for
signs of oxidation (O).
 Fill up the humidifier (B); keeping the
level between Hi & Lo.
 Is the IC regenerator pot (C) bubbling
away?

B

A
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Outside maintenance to check, Pt. I
A

B

C

 Close the door:

A

 Overfill the dehumidifier (A) using the blue straw,
water should exit the system drain at (X); watch for it!
 Is the Phosphoric acid (B) bottle nearly empty?
 Is the Hydrocholoric acid (C) bottle nearly empty?

X
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Outside maintenance to check, Pt. II
 Examine the gas cylinder
situation - we want to make
sure we’re above 500PSI of
Air Ultra Zero.

A

 Know the details of the
switching manifold (A) re:
cylinder delivery/priority
and reset.

 Refill the autosampler rinsing jug (B);
just fill it to 2L, unless you have a very
brief run.
 If you keep the orange tape mark nearest
to the blue straw, the sipping line will be
flush with the bottom of the container.

B

C
 Check liquid level in waste jugs (C)
and verify all drain lines are intact.
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Autosampler (ASI-L) maintenance to check

A

 If you don’t have the lid(s) on just right
and indeed it’s a frustrating “design,”
the system will let you know.
B

2
1

 Verify the sampling and sparging lines
(narrow pair, A) and drain line (big, B) are
intact.
 Rarely, the needles can get parafilm stuck to
them, so watch out for that and let us know!

“Sir or Madam, put my dress shirt (1)
and tank-top (2) back on please.”
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Make your Calibration Curve
A

 Alas, there is no
wizard caricature to
come; but c’mon
Shimadzu, give us
what we want!
See, not hard = Science wizard

*BOOM*

1.

From the File menu choose
New ---> Calibration Curve
A.

Alternatively, use the File library, also at
left, with the Cal. Curve tab selected and
click New (A) under the title of the tab
you’re in.

2.
3.

This will launch the most boring kind of wizard you
will ever find, the Calibration Curve Wizard; all 6
pages of it.
Clicking Next will proceed you through each page.
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Cal. Curve Wizarding 101-202

1. Select the system you’re using;
you did this at the very
beginning.

2.

This setting should already
be set to Normal.
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Cal. Curve Wizarding 303-404

3.

Analysis Info :
1. Choose the Analysis (usually NPOC or TN)
2. Zero Shift should be unchecked
3. Multiple Injections should be checked
4. Click the … and give your .cal file a name


a combo of the user initials, lab group, date or
all of the above

4.

Measurement Parameters :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select your preferred units (mg/L, ppm, etc); also applies to your
samples
We prefer at least 3 injections, max of 5; leave SD/CV as is
We suggest leaving the washes (1) and sparge time (90s) as is;
depending on sample characteristics
Always push the down arrow on Acid Addition all the way to
18
zero; we don’t have this feature

Cal. Curve Wizarding 505

5.

Points List :
1. Add your calibration points, from lowest to highest STDs, first.
2. 0.000 mg/L (or ppm) should be No. 1 in the list.
3. Keep going until all of your STDs are entered, we suggest a minimum of 5 points, but follow your lab’s
protocols.
4. Note the injection volume; if doing parallel TN analysis: match these volumes in each curve.


Notice the system will round up your values, but don’t be afraid to throw a 9.980 in there if you know it’s not
exactly 10.0; Shimmy can handle it.
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Cal. Curve Wizarding 606
6. Additional Settings :
1. You just need to make sure Use default
settings is checked.
2. Yep that’s it.
3. Dang, this seems like a waste of a slide.
4. Yeah it totally is.
5. I’d regret printing this page out if I were
you, too.
6. Click Finish and a new .cal file will show
up in the File library.
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Cal. Curves, plural


If running
NPOC/TN :

1. You must complete a Cal. Curve wizard for each Analysis, = 12 pages of fun!
2. As alluded to, the injection volumes for each of these independent curves must match.
3. Not to spoil the next slide, but in order to run parallel analyses, you must bridge the two
curves - via a Method (yes, as you dreamed, a wizard is again involved).
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Make at Method
A

She really should be
wearing safety
glasses, while @
CEST.

1.

From the File menu choose
New ---> Method
A. Alternatively, use the File library, also
at left, with the Method tab selected
and choose New (A) under the title of
the tab you’re in.

2.

But…why?




Helpful if running the same
standard curve repeatedly or
running simultaneous analyses,
but still must make curves first
anyways.
For NPOC/TN; expect up to 9
wizard pages, that duplicate
settings for each of the analyses.

Note: do not drink from Erlenmeyer or
Volumetric flasks (even with a straw), this is a
wizard after all.
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Method Wizard 1-2

1. Select the system you’re
using; just like when you
made a connection.

2. Analysis Info. :
1. Choose the Analysis (usually NPOC, TN or NPOC/TN)
2. Click the … and give your .met file a name
 a combo of the user initials, lab group, date or all of the above
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Method Wizard 3-4

3. NPOC Cal. Curves :
1. Select your NPOC curve(s).

4. Injection Parameters :


Verify all parameters remain correct; this
is simply pulling the same information
you already chose for your selected
24
calibration curve(s).

Method Wizard 5-3(for TN)

5.

Peak Time Parameters :
1. You just need to make sure Use default
settings is checked.
 If you’re creating solely an NPOC
Method, it will proceed to Page 6.

3.

TN Cal. Curves :
1. Select your TN curve(s).
 Yes, it’s quite weird how it goes back
to Page 3 here, but it just does.
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Method Wizard 4-5(for TN)

4. Injection Parameters :
 Verify all parameters remain correct;
this is simply pulling the same
information you already chose for
your selected calibration curve(s).

Peak Time Parameters :

5.


This setting should already
be set to Use default settings.
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Method Wizard 6


6.

Pharma…testing :
1.
2.

This setting should already be
set to None.
Click Finish.



With all of these prerequisites
completed (via Cal. curves or
Methods), we’re now ready to
fill-in the Sample Table with an
actual list of of our sample vials
and STDs.
You’ll never guess, how…
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Make your Sample Group
 In the middle of the File
menu choose
Insert ---> Multiple Samples
 You’ll be prompted to fill out
5 more pages of dialogs


Tired of these Wizards yet?
“You know what to do! Heh heh heh”
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Sample Group Wizard 1-2
Careful, it’ll
getcha!

`

1. Sample Source :
1. Choose whether you will build your list of
samples by loading an already created
method or via a calibration curve.


2.

We typically train folks to just select a cal.
curve, either route is correct.

However you create your sample group,
click the … and find the relevant .cal or .met

2. Sample Parameter :
1.
2.

3.
4.

Enter # of unknowns (subtract blank &
STDs), this step trips many users up.
Denote location of first unknown sample
on carousel ( e.g. 7 STDs here, n=93 vials).
Insert Cal. Curves should be checked
In example above, user made combo C+N
STDs; can also be in separate vials.
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Sample Group Wizard 3
3.

Cal. Curves:
1. At the beginning of the
sample group should be
checked
2. Click Add to select your
chosen analysis cal.
curve(s), as before.

 Not to beat a dead
wizard, but you’d add
two curves here if doing
NPOC/TN.

“Words can
hurt, mister.
You’re a twerp.”
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Sample Group Wizard 4-5

4. Cal. Curve Check :
1. We don’t recommend analytical
controls like this, click Next.

5.

Controls :
1.
2.

Instead, we recommend having STD checks
or duplicates placed throughout your run,
after every ~10-12 unknowns,
Click Finish.
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3.

There are no more wizards, celebrate responsibly.

Load your vials first

Then your STDs

“I make this tanktop look gooood.”

 Ignoring the software for a moment,
now is a great time to load your samples.
 Ignore the alert message when you
remove the lid(s).
 Pay close attention to your run sheet and
the jumping lines of the vial row #’s.

 Back at the workstation, the Vial Settings
dialog will come front-and-center.
1.
2.
3.

Enter the vial location for each of your STDs in order, as you place
them in the carousel rack.
Enter the # and press down on the keyboard numpad. This will
fill-in the blue dots one-by-one on the carousel graphic.
Go slowly and make sure you put the right STD in the assigned
slot.


4.

An error of this type will displease your cal. curve. Then you’ll have
to fix it all in Excel.

When you’ve verified each vial is where it’s supposed to be, click
OK.
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Install the rack, a populated Sample Table

 You’ll be taught to ensure the sample
carousel (rack) is correctly re-installed.
 Spin the rack, listen for the “click.”



A Sample Table laden with your labors will popup.

 Check everything out, first–to-last vial and if
all looks good…


Click the giant grey Save button in the upper left and
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name a new .tlx file for your run.

At last, start your run!

1. Revisit our friend the Background Monitor
one more time at the X50 scale.


If at least 30min (total) has passed since you
turned the system on and all the indicators are
OK, close this feature.

2. No longer greyed out, press the Start
button from the instrument toolbar.

3. The Measurement Start dialog will
pop-up; 98% of users should select
Shut down instrument then Start.
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What to watch during the run
 Vial Settings





Now that the TOC has started making noises,
keep an eye out for the pending color change to
blue on the front panel.

(looks like a birthday cake!)

 Sample Window


Locate the three icons at the end of your (saved)
Sample Table window.

We’ll spend a lot of time here!

 Measurement Parameters


We’ll peek here to see our
standard curve(s).
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Vial Settings

 Scrutinized feverishly before clicking Start, mostly ignored after.


Yah, we covered this when you were adding your STDs, about 4 slides ago. Time flies, eh!
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Sample Window
Un-scaled blank
peak appearance



You’ll need to balance keeping this
window visible with your open Sample
Table.
1.
2.

Select View all peaks
Right-click in signal area, Scale --> Auto
Adjust --> Y-Axis, repeat as needed.




How will a blank vs. other STDs look?




Area count variation

Peak shape, height and color







Or… use the Signal [mV] +/- buttons.

Why might you have 3, 4 or 5 peaks?
Blue peaks = flavors of Carbon data
Red peaks = TN data

Excluded injections; nothing to fret about
Analysis tabs
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Measurement Parameters
1. Highlight a completed upper row (STDs) in your
Sample Table, then click the flask icon.






Find the Graph tab; here your standard curve will be
plotted, it should be linear, with an r2 of at least 0.99X.
If doing parallel analyses, there will be a 2nd graph for TN,
highlight that row of STDs instead.
Look for issues with breadth of standard range, if it fails,
you can probably still fix data in post-processing in Excel;
most often from a simple pouring or vial order mistake.
We recommend confirming a successful curve for your run,
as analysis will just keep going; precious samples or not.
Let’s assume your run worked great (good job!) and you
want your data…what now?
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Export data settings

1.

From the File menu choose
Ascii Export Setting ---> Detail


2.

Always assume a previous user changed these settings, so
“export defensively!”

Match our suggestions at right


Pay close attention to the export box in the Misc tab, make
sure this box is unchecked!!


Otherwise, your data will be exported with surrounding
quotes, so nothing will compute, e.g. “3.1” isn’t 3.1 to Excel.
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Exporting your run data

“TOC data? *evil laugh*
With those, I could open the Gate of Kerash!”

1. From the File menu choose Ascii Export ---> Detail
2. Save the run as a .TXT file; which is easy to import into Excel.
 Data custody is still a User job, so make sure you take it with you!

 The goal should be to keep your inner wizard happy.
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Cleaning up after yourself
1.
2.
3.
4.

Close out TOC-L Sample Table Editor.
Log off the workstation.
Alert CEST staff when a gas cylinder is below 500 PSI.
Let us know if you spot any water spills on the lab bench!



Clean up any liquids on or underneath the sample carousel, over-filled vials
usually make a mess when sparging.
Alert us of any concerns with the waste jug levels.

 Some errata:



With our suggested settings, most injections will take ~18min/vial.
For a typical full TOC run, expect ~18h; up to 24h for TOC/TN.




We appreciate knowing when your run ended, so we can adjust the calendar usage.

The system will automatically turn itself to standby after 45min of inactivity (or
hold down power button, for a few “beeps” to return to Standby mode).
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Handy things to know - vials
 The Shimadzu TOC-L w/TNM utilize a
24mL glass vial that is ~85mm tall and ~23mm
in diameter.

SpiSpec

Shimadzu

 These vials don't wear out easily, but over time, they will
chip and scratch as we regularly throw acids and ashing
ovens at them.

 Buying a new set (P/N# 638-41462-00) from
Shimadzu's webstore will run you $150/200
vials, but a comparable product (P/N# V2385C)
from SciSpec/Glassvials.net is $75/144 vials
(with shipping).
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Handy things to know - STDs
 There are many commercial standards that would be
compatible with this TOC analyzer.


A convenient aqueous C-STD that we’ve used long-term is available
from LabChem Inc (P/N# LC12910-1), a 500mL bottle of Potassium
hydrogen phthalate for $37 + S/H.




Graduate students decades in the future will laugh at the advertised 24mo
expiration date when stored in a fridge. We suggest replacing your
primary STDs with fresh ones after 2 weeks.

There are obviously similar products available as TN-STDs, most
folks have just made these with any sort of nitrogen source laying
around in your chemical cabinet (but we don’t have a long-term option
to recommend). These standards don’t last long, maybe 2 weeks?


For example, the molar mass of KNO3 is 101.1032g/mol or 13.8474 %N
by weight.




So ~100mg of KNO3 would contain ~14mg of N and 72mg would contain
~10mg of N. Dissolved in 100mL of water gives you 100mg N/L.

Adding 7.222 mg (0.007222g) of oven-dried KNO3 to 100 mL of reagent
grade I water, will result in a 10 mg/L N-standard.

ALL OF IT
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Handy things to know - acidifying
 On the whole “bring pH<2 in your vials” part... there is
a lot of conflicting advice out there across lab protocols.
 First things first, for many environmental scientists, their field bottles
may require acid-preservation in the field after filtration; or before fridge
storage.
 Acidifying after pouring into all sample/STD vials is a good idea to keep
CO2 from equilibrating into your vial.


A repeater pipet comes in quite handy for this, just round up to a tip as
needed (230µL to 250µL); make sure all vials get the same amount of acid.

So so, many bottles!

 Here’s some advice we’ve seen across various protocols:






100µL conc. acid per 25mL field sample, then 40µL of conc. acid per vial
25µL 4N HCl per 20mL of sample vial
50µL 2N HCl per 5mL of sample vial (works well for us, here)
100µL of 6N HCl per 100mL/sample, then 100µL 6M/6N HCl per vial
1mL conc. /1L sample or 100µL (2 drops) conc./40mL sample, then 20µL
of conc. to 20mL in vial (from EPA Method 415.3)
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